Fuse automotive

Automotive fuses are a class of fuses used to protect the wiring and electrical equipment for
vehicles. They are generally rated for circuits no higher than 32 volts direct current , but some
types are rated for volt electrical systems. They are occasionally used in non-automotive
electrical products. Blade fuses also called spade or plug-in fuses , with a plastic body and two
prongs that fit into sockets, are mostly used in automobiles. Each fuse is printed with the rated
current in amperes on the top. Where space permits, a miniature circuit breaker is sometimes
used to replace a blade-type fuse in the same fuse holder. Blade fuses use a common coloring
scheme for the Micro2, Micro3, low-profile LP Mini, Mini, and regular size fuses, and a partial
color similarity with the maxi size fuses. The following table shows the commonly available
fuses for each size group. Regular fuses ATO rated 0. Bosch type fuses also known as
continental, torpedo, European, or GBC type fuses are used in old often European automobiles.
Bosch type fuses usually use the same color-coding for the rated current. Lucas type fuses are
used in old British-made or assembled automobiles. The physical length of the Lucas ceramic
type of fuse is either 1 inch or 1. Lucas glass tube fuses have straight ends. Lucas type fuses
usually use the same color-coding for the rated current. Lucas fuses have three ratings; the
continuous current they are designed to carry, the instantaneous current at which they will fuse,
and the continuous current at which they will also fuse. The figure found on Lucas fuses is the
continuous fusing current which is twice the continuous ampere rating that the system should
be using; this can be a source of confusion when replacing Lucas fuses with non Lucas fuses.
However many Lucas fuse holders permit the longer US version to be installed easily.
North-American built automobiles up to at least had electrical systems protected by cylindrical
glass cartridge fuses rated 32 volts DC and current ratings from 4 amperes to 30 amperes.
These are known as "SFE" fuses, as they were designed by the Society of Fuse Engineers to
prevent the insertion of a grossly inadequate or unsafe fuse into the vehicle's fuse panel. There
are a number of lookalike fuses which can easily be confused with these. In general this type of
fuse will have an "AG" label of some kind, which originally stood for "Automobile Glass". The
fuses listed are the most common for the size, which is always a fast-acting fuse:. These and
other fuses are still being manufactured for many applications, including for AC circuits and DC
uses. Some are time delayed, slow reacting, or have leads for terminals used in circuits without
a fuse holder. Limiter fuses consist of a metal strip for currents over 10 amperes. Also referred
to as Current Limiting Fuses, they feature an internal fuse element that melts when current
passing through the fuse element is within the specified current limiting range of the fuse. As
the fuse element melts, it creates a high resistance to reduce the magnitude and duration of the
current flowing through the fuse to protect the electrical circuit and connected equipment. They
are used also in electric vehicles , e. Because strip fuses require the use of tools for
replacement they are therefore legally considered non-serviceable components for end-users.
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relays with pigtails to ease in the wiring process. Images in this review. The wire seals have
holes that are too large to seal to automotive wire properly gauged to the terminals. Have to use
the cheaper "universal" wire that has thick soft jacket or do like I did and add some heat shrink
to the wire to make it fill the hole. The terminals are cheap, very thin, and fit loose in their
cavities. Again, I was lucky enough to have a solution on hand. I replaced ALL the terminals
with ones made of heavier gauge metal. My terminals fit better and allowed a stronger crimp to
be formed on the wire. My first thought taking it out of the box was that it felt pretty solid. It has
a nice look to it as well but since where I'm putting it you can't see it, so that's not a plus for me.
Connecting all the wires is very simple, just remember the extra step of putting the
water-resistant seals on before crimping the second end. I feel like those are the basic
requirements of being a water-resistant relay box, so it does well there. But it would have been
nice to have a bottom cap so the bottom is sealed as well. You pretty much have to use stand
brackets that come with this, which leaves the underside exposed. Not necessarily to the
weather due to the seals but it just looks very unfinished. If you want to flush mount this you
have to have a fairly large hole since there is not enough space for the wires between the
mounting surface and the bottom of the box. The design on the top of the "lid" is unnecessary,
serves no purpose, and prevents you from putting any kind of label underneath it. I have
another relay box that has a lid on the top and the bottom that I feel is adequate
weatherproofing for most applications. It was also pretty solid and very simple and had a flat lid
that allows me to put a diagram label under it. I feel like this box does its job as a water-resistant
relay box but I do not think I would buy this again. This is my second setup that I put in my CJ7
Crawler project. Product is built well and suited my needs perfectly. Seals appear to be a soft
pliable material. The wires seal well around the seals provided. Be aware of the IP 65 rating,
theses are not waterproof that is why it did not get 5 stars, however this is stated in the
description. Great Job! By Rob B. Terminals are good quality. Can't comment on waterproof
capability, my install is in the trunk. By H Holland on January 6, So, it's not a very expensive
part so I didn't expect a lot. I broke 2 of the ears off right away. It was my fault, I thought it
hinged but it lifts straight off. The connectors are very cheap and pull off the wire very easily. I
soldered them in place. They also pull out of the box easy. I used this box for a piece of
equipment and the vibration caused the relays to creep out of the socket and my stuff quit
working. Luckily it was a test run. I added silicone sealant to the back side of the connectors to
hold them in place. Overall, I love the concept and the design. The rubber seals appear to work
very well. If you can solder and don't mind a little modification, these are worth the money. I
don't usually review stuff unless it is junk, so others won't bite too! THIS item however,

deserves it. I have bought other Online LED stuff and was always satisfied. THIS one is
outstanding. Highly recommend it. I recommend looking up a relay diagram before building the
box if you've never dealt with how relays operate. Super easy to build your own diy sPOD for a
fraction of the price using this kit. Highly recommend for jeep owners on a budget. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. First the good. It's
reasonably well built, I'm not too worried about the clips breaking even in proper winter weather
and I do think it'll be reasonably water resistant. Most of my control circuit wire is 18awg and,
with a layer of shrink tube as another reviewer suggested they fit pretty tight in the rubber
grommets. A lot of other reviewers have commented you can't flat mount this without cutting a
huge hole in the surface it's on and I'd say that's only partially true. I bored six 1" holes through
the aluminum plate it's on, rubber grommetted them and used the rubber base layer this comes
with. Works perfectly fine. I suppose it would be easier to just cut a hole the shape of the
bottom, but I didn't want to sacrifice too much structure. Onto the bad. First, whoever did the
casting on this needs to be fired. I have six Hella relays sitting in it and none of them are flush
with eachother, despite being identical. Tells me the mounts aren't flat. Not a big deal but this
gets worse. The holes for the 87 port are awful. Like absolutely godawful. I assume it might be
easier with a smaller wire but with 10 or 12 awg you have to go in there with a knife and hog the
hole out a bit, otherwise the cheap and terrible terminal connections just twist off to the side
and bend. It took me five hours just to hook up ports 30 and 87 on six relays because of all the
hassles with these holes. I nearly pitched this damn thing in the trash just because of that. I
have it connected but frankly I'm afraid to remove a relay because I don't think those terminals
are actually in there properly and if I pull a relay out it might not make positive contact again.
Adding to that, using 10awg wire with the rubber grommets is brutally tight. Because of this
forget using this thing if you're using a high draw device or running longer cables. As
mentioned by another reviewer, the design on the lid is moronic. Yeah it looks nice but it
completely prevents you from using a label. As well, the holes aren't drilled to fit the supplied
bolts, so that was extra work I had to do to make this work. End of the day, I'm pretty sure I
could have gotten something better, especially for the price. This box was an unholy pain to
install that probably took a year or two off my life and I'd rather eat my shoes than go through
that again. When I first opened to box I tried to pop the lid off. I found it was very difficult and
the plastic was not flexible enough. Once I did finally get the lid to pop one of the tabs broke off
and fell to the floor. I doubt you would be able to open this during a canadian winter without
other tabs shattering. I was opening it inside my house at the time. Secondly I dont like the open
back as others have stated. It should have a rear cover and a spot to run the wires out neatly
with a spot to connect wire loom so you can create a nice harness. It would also be nice to
include a bus on the underside for positive and negative connections. This way you could run
one larger gauge wire for the pos and neg in to provide power to the fuses and power the whole
box. Report abuse Translate review to English. Just installed it into a piece of equipment we
built. Looks great and should hold up to water and prevent corrosion. Will update if I find
otherwise. Report abuse. Pages with related products. See and discover o
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